GLOBAL COMMUNICATION and CONTROL.

When the Anti-Christ schemes his way into world-wide power, he will need technology that will allow him to communicate with, and control, every person on the planet. Such technology exists today.

COMMUNICATION

Recently, the FCC and FEMA successfully conducted a national test of the Emergency Alert System (EAS), designed to warn citizens, via television and radio, of pending natural disasters. It is an integral part of the Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS), which expands national emergency notification to include internet and smart phone technologies. To provide seamless emergency communication, all hardware and systems are synchronized by the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) network.

This system requires signal override hardware to be imbedded into all broadcast media systems around the country, allowing mandatory transmission of messages through all media outlets – television, radio, internet, and mobile phones. That technology is in place right now!

The sole control source of when to use the system, and the message to be assimilated, is the President of the United States.

The immediate thought is that this might be a good thing – warning people of pending natural disasters. But, like other great inventions that were designed to benefit mankind, this one has the very real possibility of being used to control free citizens of our great country – and, guess what, it can easily be applied world-wide.
Microchips are being used in animals to allow them to be identified if lost. We had our dog chipped. The chip contains everything from her name, the owners’ name and address, medical information on the dog, etc. All you have to do is scan the chip to find out everything you need to know about the animal, and its owners. Many dogs have been rescued because of the chip.

The technology obviously will rapidly be expanded to humans. People will embrace the concept in order to protect their kids. Because there is so much evil in the world today, we will do anything to minimize the chance of our kids being victims. Believe me, chipping of humans will spread like wildfire.

Elderly Alzheimer’s patients tend to wander off – they don’t know who they are or where they are going or how to get home. Family members will enthusiastically embrace a chip implant to protect their loved ones. Heart patients will agree to have their medical status and support system identified in an implanted chip.

There will be thousands of wonderful reasons for a chip to be implanted on the back of the hand. The technology will become widely accepted for security and medical reasons, to name a couple.

But it will also have a significant economic benefit as well. We scan our purchases at the self-checkout machine at Wal-Mart. We will soon be able to scan the back of our hand to charge that purchase to our credit card.

Life will be so great – we won’t actually have to carry around that pesky old credit card.
As they said on *The Six Million Dollar Man*, “We have the technology”.

However, history has proven many times that technology, which was originally meant for peaceful purposes, has been confiscated and used by would-be dictators for their sinister schemes. Will these state-of-the-art technologies be used to provide the communication and control for the Anti-Christ?

Imbedded micro-chips will soon be mandatory for every warm body on the planet. They will be used to track where we go and who we interact with. They will be used to record everything we buy and even things we dream of buying. Have you ever noticed that when you do an online Google search for a specific item, you are suddenly bombarded with emails and popups about that item?

Taking the scenario one step further, if they can *track* where you go and what you buy, they can certainly *control* where you go and what you buy!

So, not only will you charge that loaf of bread by scanning the back of your hand, you won’t be *allowed* to by that loaf of bread unless *authorized* by central command.

But surely “central command” wouldn’t disallow you to buy bread, would they? They might just decide that anybody who didn’t vote for their favorite candidate (and, yes, they would know!), would be on the “*no-buy-list*”.

Now we’re getting serious. This *could never* happen! Or *could* it?
In order for a dictator to rule unwilling subjects, he must be able to control the channels of communication. We saw above how hardware is in place right now that will allow the president to broadcast his/her message through all media outlets. That power can easily be used to restrict the free flow of legitimate information to the population as well. People will know only what the central command wants them to know.

Imagine, you heard about this new dictator who had wormed his way into world-wide power. All the news outlets were saying great things about him – you didn’t hear any negative commentaries on any of the anti-establishment media networks. This guy must really be great.

When all the “good people” disappeared suddenly, some people were calling it the rapture, chaos engulfed the world. He provided a sense of peace, he provided answers, he provided an optimistic plan to save the planet, and to assure international safety and security.

He implemented this new system to purchase goods and services using the mandatory micro-chip. But you soon realized that he could control what you were authorized to buy using the same system. He even demanded that the whole world swear allegiance to him, in exchange for the access code to buy food.

The whole world believed in this new “savior of the planet”. But a lot of people started asking questions about where all the “good people” had gone. And a lot of people, yourself included, came to believe the real reason for the mass exodus, and turned their allegiance to God.

Then you did something stupid. You told somebody about your newfound belief - and suddenly your account was locked out, you couldn’t buy food. You couldn’t call anybody to complain because your cell coverage was restricted. You turned on Fox News and it looked mysteriously like CNN – in fact it was even the same guy on both networks.

Central command had taken over. You were on the wrong side of the powers-that-be, and you were alone and helpless.

This scenario I just described could happen. And will happen!

As we get closer to God’s prophetic end-of-days, we will see more and more communication and control systems emerge and become commonplace.
Who can deny that we are close to that fateful day when the trumpet will sound, and believers will be whisked away, snatched away, to meet Jesus in the air? The times in which we live are wonderful times because we are the generation that will not see death – we will see Jesus instead!